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Abstract
Background: Mammography has a lower sensitivity for breast cancer detection in younger women and those with dense breasts. Recent
improvements in digital infrared breast imaging suggest there may be a role for this technology and we have studied its performance in
100 women prior to breast needle core biopsy (CB).
Methods: All patients were imaged using a digital infrared breast (DIB) scan (Sentinel BreastScanÔ) prior to breast biopsy. Analysis of the
infrared scans was performed, blinded to biopsy results, in four different ways: Sentinel screening report, Sentinel artificial intelligence
(neural network), expert manual review and NoTouch BreastScan a novel artificial intelligence programme.
Results: Of 106 biopsies performed in 100 women, 65 were malignant and 41 were benign. Sensitivity of Sentinel screening (53%) and
Sentinel neural network (48%) was low but analysis with NoTouch software (70%) was much closer to expert manual review (78%). Sensitivity (78%) and specificity (75%) using NoTouch BreastScan were higher in women under 50 and the combination of mammography and
DIB, with NoTouch interpretation, in this age group resulted in a sensitivity of 89%.
Conclusion: DIB using NoTouch is an effective adjunctive test for breast cancer detection in women under 70 and appears to be particularly
effective in women under 50 where maximal sensitivity (78%) and specificity (75%) were observed. The combined sensitivity of NoTouch
BreastScan and mammography in women under 50 was encouraging at 89%, suggesting a potential way forward for a dual imaging approach
in this younger age group.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common female cancer with
more than 45,000 cases diagnosed per annum in the UK.
Early detection of breast cancer is associated with improved
survival. A recent meta-analysis of over 500,000 women
observed a 15e20% reduction in breast cancer mortality
as a result of screening mammography.1 Screen-detected
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cancers are more likely to be smaller, better differentiated
and node negative but several recent studies have shown
that screen detection remains an independent prognostic
factor after adjustment for stage at presentation.2e4 Currently the UK breast screening programme offers 3-yearly
mammography to women aged 50e70 and, in addition,
mammography is a key tool in the investigation of symptomatic disease.
Despite the comparative success of mammography,
there is a need for ongoing research to increase the sensitivity of breast cancer detection, especially in younger
women. Although mammography is currently considered
to be the “gold standard” technology for the diagnosis of
breast cancer the performance of this procedure is less in
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younger women and relates to the difficulty of imaging
dense breast tissue5 and film interpretation. For this reason,
continual attempts are being made to develop new imaging
techniques to replace or complement mammography.
As long as 40 years ago, temperature differences on the
breast surface, obtained with infrared hardware, were postulated as having relevance for breast cancer diagnosis.6
These early studies, using what is now considered primitive
thermography technology, showed promise as a diagnostic
tool, but they were discredited for multiple reasons including a high degree of subjectivity as well as a high rate of
false positives and false negatives.
Recent improvements in digital infrared imaging by the
US military, as well as the ability to analyse images with artificial intelligence software, has led to the resurgence of this
technique as a potential diagnostic breast imaging tool. This
is supported by recognition that many breast cancers are associated with angiogenesis, a feature associated with up to
86% of screen-detected and impalpable cancers.7 A recent
study has shown that when state-of-the-art infrared technology was combined with advanced computer hardware and
software technology, the sensitivity for breast cancer detection was 97% in 92 patients undergoing breast biopsy.8
In this study we have assessed the effectiveness of digital
infrared imaging captured using Sentinel BreastScanÔ (Infrared Sciences Corp., Bohemia, NY, USA) and compared
the computer-generated report from this system with expert
manual image review as well as a new software programme
currently under development called NoTouch BreastScan.

The examination was performed with the patient disrobed
to the waist and appropriately positioned in an ergonomic
chair with arms supported at eye level. Temperature controlled air flow was then directed at the breasts for approximately 5 min while the infrared camera recorded serial skin
surface temperatures for a total of 250 individual frames.
The stored images were uploaded into the computer software
designed to extract specific thermal parameters, including
a variety of temperature differences and thermal symmetry
measurements. The software also focused on areas of the
breasts that exhibited abnormal cooling patterns and assigned
these sites with a colour code. The combination of these parameters was calculated for risk in a weighted “evaluation”
algorithm by the proprietary software.
Data analysis

Between June 2007 and January 2009, a total of 113
patients scheduled for CB, following detection of an
abnormality on clinical examination or breast imaging
(mammography, ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging e MRI), were recruited to this study conducted in
the Cambridge Breast Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital. All
patients gave informed consent to participate in this study
which had approval from the local Research Ethics Committee. Patients with previous breast cancer surgery or
treatment, patients with loss of one or both nipples,
patients over 113 kg in weight and patients with acute
breast inflammation were excluded.

The data were analysed in four different ways. The computer analysed the raw data using ‘artificial intelligence’ and
produced a “Patient Report” showing the results of the test.
Sentinel BreastScan measures seven temperature parameters.
Of the seven, four are comparison parameters that compare
the left breast and right breast. The remainder identify excess
heat in each individual breast. The overall score of a Sentinel
BreastScan consists of sum of these those parameters that
show as “high”. In addition, a separate score known as a “Neural Network Score” is indicated on the Sentinel BreastScan. An
overall risk score was determined by the software in screening
mode giving a score from 0e5. A score of 0 was considered
normal and a score of 1e5 was considered abnormal. A second
score was provided by the artificial neural network to give
a positive or negative finding. The images were also reviewed
by an independent thermography expert, who was informed of
the biopsy site but not the final pathology results, who then
analysed this specific area on the infrared scan to determine
if the scan was positive or negative. Lastly, these same images
were interpreted using a novel artificial intelligence programme called NoTouch BreastScan. NoTouch BreastScan
measures the same parameters as Sentinel BreastScan, however the algorithms identifying abnormalities have been modified. In addition, each parameter measured by NoTouch
BreastScan is normalised to a score of 0e10. The Overall
Score reported by NoTouch is a proprietary algorithm that considers the results of each measurement and the significance of
each result to arrive at an overall score of 0e10 (Figs. 1 and 2).
A patient with a score of more than 3 was considered abnormal.

Digital infrared image capture

Results

After obtaining informed consent all patients were imaged
using Sentinel BreastScanÔ, prior to their scheduled CB. The
raw data for each patient were stored for future analysis and
correlation with the biopsy report. The research clinician performing the breast scan was blinded to the results of the mammogram and other imaging results and the patient was
blinded to the infrared report.

Patient and tumour characteristics

Patients and methods
Patient eligibility

The study recruited 113 patients who underwent infrared
imaging prior to biopsy. All patients presented either with
a lump on clinical breast examination or an abnormality
on screening mammography. Of these, 13 (benign, n ¼ 5;
malignant, n ¼ 8) were excluded due to lack of image focus
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Figure 1. NoTouch Breast Scan in a 63 year old woman with a 30 mm
grade 3 invasive ductal cancer (no-specific type), with associated lymphovascular invasion, in the lower inner quadrant of the right breast. The right
breast temperature is elevated (score 5) with a focal zone of increased vascularity at the site of the tumour.

or inadequate coverage of the breast tissue on formal
review of the scan quality. This took place before formal
expert review and reporting of the scans.
The results are therefore based on a total of 106 biopsies
performed in 100 women with an average age of 57 (range
33e87). Of the 106 biopsies 65 were malignant (invasive:
n ¼ 62; in situ: n ¼ 3) and 41 were benign. Of the 65 patients
with a malignant biopsy, 42 presented following routine
mammographic screening. The 62 invasive cancers were
graded as I (n ¼ 13), II (n ¼ 35) and III (n ¼ 14) and the
mean invasive tumour size was 19 mm (range 1e48 mm).
Of the 62 invasive cancers 9 were associated with lymphovascular invasion and 57 were oestrogen receptor positive.
Benign biopsy results included fibroadenoma (n ¼ 22), fibrocystic disease (n ¼ 5), sclerosing adenosis (n ¼ 2), fat necrosis (n ¼ 2), normal breast tissue (n ¼ 2), and a single case
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Figure 2. NoTouch BreastScan in a 43 year old woman with a 15 mm grade
2 invasive ductal cancer (no-specific type) in the upper outer quadrant of
the right breast. The nipple temperature is elevated (score 4) and the upper
scan shows an area that is reluctant to cool down at the site of the tumour
despite good overall cooling of the breast from 31.6  C to 28.2  C.

each of hamartoma, inflammation, breast cyst, pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia (PASH), papilloma, fibrous
tissue, duct ectasia and radial scar.
Infrared imaging results
The overall scores in screening mode for 65 women with
breast cancer are shown in Table 1. Of these 65 cancers, 30
had a normal score of 0. All 12 women over 70 years of age
had a malignant biopsy result on final pathology and in this
group sensitivity was low with all methods of interpretation
used (Sentinel BreastScan 33%; expert manual review ¼ 42%; NoTouch BreastScan ¼ 42%). Sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative
predictive value (NPV) are shown by age group for Sentinel
screening mode, neural network, expert manual review and
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Table 1
Score in Sentinel screening mode for 65 malignant biopsies.
Score

0

1

2

3

4

5

n

30

13

9

11

2

0

NoTouch software in Table 2. Sensitivity of Sentinel
screening (53%) and neural network (48%) was low but
analysis with NoTouch software (70%) was much closer
to expert manual review (78%). The sensitivity of mammography overall for breast cancer detection was 89%.
The sensitivity and specificity of breast ultrasound in this
cohort were 90% and 95%, respectively.
Exclusion of women over 70 years of age increased the
sensitivity for all modalities by 2e5% (Table 2). Sensitivity of NoTouch was higher in the <50 age group (78%)
compared with the 50e70 age group (72%), with a large
corresponding increase in specificity from 37% to 75%.
In the under 50 age group NoTouch had the same sensitivity as mammography (78%) but the combined sensitivity of
NoTouch and mammography for breast cancer detection
was higher at 89%.
The sensitivity of IR imaging by tumour grade, type,
size, nodal status and presence of lymphovascular invasion
is shown in Table 3.
Discussion
The initial results of this study, based on digital infrared
imaging, captured using Sentinel BreastScanÔ (Infrared
Sciences Corp., Bohemia, NY, USA), show a low sensitivity
for both the screening mode (53%) and neural network
(48%) which does not concur with previously published

Table 2
IR imaging by method of interpretation and age group.
Sensitivity Specificity Positive
Negative
predictive
predictive
value (PPV) value (NPV)
All patients
(n ¼ 106)
Sentinel screening
Sentinel neural
network
Expert manual
review
No Touch

53%
48%

41%
74%

59%
73%

36%
48%

78%

48%

69%

59%

70%

48%

67%

51%

Patients < 50
(n ¼ 21)
Sentinel screening 67%
No Touch
78%
Expert review
78%

67%
75%
75%

60%
70%
70%

72%
82%
82%

Patients 50e70
(n ¼ 73)
Sentinel screening 56%
No Touch
72%
Expert review
83%

30%
37%
36%

53%
62%
67%

32%
48%
61%

Table 3
Sensitivity of IR imaging by tumour grade, type, size, nodal status and
presence of lymphovascular invasion.
Characteristic

No Touch BreastScan
Number of Number of
Sensitivity
cancers
positive scans

P
value

Age
<50
50e70
70þ

9
43
12

7
31
5

78%
72%
42%

0.40

Tumour size
2 cm
>2e5 cm

38
26

27
18

71%
69%

0.95

Grade
1
2
3

13
35
14

9
25
10

69%
71%
71%

0.96

Nodal status
Negative
Positive
1e3
4e9
10þ

31
28
24
3
1

20
22
19
2
1

65%
79%
79%
67%
100%

0.63

Morphology
No-specific type (ductal) 46
Lobular
2
Tubular
2
Mixed
3
DCIS
2

36
0
2
0
2

78%
0%
100%
0%
100%

0.37

Vascular invasion
Yes
No

7
34

78%
67%

0.78

a

9
51

0.98

Lobular, tubular, mixed and DCIS pooled.

data by Arora et al.8 (97%). This may be partly explained
by the fact that 42 of the 65 cancers in this series are
screen-detected, with an average tumour size of 19 mm,
compared to a median tumour size of 14 mm (range
5e140 mm) in the Arora series. Since the analysis in our
study was carried out blinded to the final pathology results
these updated findings are likely to be more reliable and
robust. Although 13 of 113 scans were excluded from the
final analysis, due to lack of image focus or inadequate coverage of the breast tissue, these were operator errors due to
patient positioning rather than being related to problems
with the scanner hardware or software.
Comparison of automated reports with expert manual
review
Having identified a lower sensitivity than expected in
screening mode it was important to explore whether this
was associated with a lack of image capture by the digital
infrared scanner or if the artificial intelligence was sub
optimal. Expert manual review showed that image capture
was satisfactory with a sensitivity of 78% and a specificity
of 48% for all patients. Final interpretation using a novel
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artificial intelligence software programme called NoTouch
Breast Scan showed a marked uplift in sensitivity (72%)
and specificity (48%) which is much closer to expert manual review. This shows much promise as these results may
increase further when image capture is also performed with
the NoTouch infrared scanner.
Potential role for digital infrared breast scan
Further analyses by age and method of interpretation provided key results that have helped to define the potential role
for Digital Infrared BreastScan (DIB) for breast cancer detection (Table 2). It is clear that the sensitivity in women over 70
years of age is low with all techniques and as a result DIB
should not be recommended for this group. It is postulated
that reduced vascularity in breasts of older women may
account for the poor performance in this group.
It has previously been suggested that DIB is as sensitive in
younger women as it is in older women. In fact the results of
this study show even better performance in women <50
years, compared with women aged 50e70 years, with
a marked increase in both sensitivity (78% vs. 72%) and specificity (75% vs. 37%) using NoTouch software. This sensitivity was equal to the sensitivity of mammography in this
group. The authors accept that these numbers are small,
and the rise from 72% to 78% is not significant, but nevertheless these results support the use of NoTouch BreastScan to
improve breast cancer detection in younger women where
delays in diagnosis are more common.9 The combination
of NoTouch and mammography was even better with a combined sensitivity of 89% suggesting the way forward for
a potential dual imaging approach in this younger age group.
The high sensitivity overall for both mammography (89%)
and breast ultrasound (90%) reflects the fact that this cohort
all had a clinical or mammographic abnormality and imaging
reporting was unblinded to the clinical findings.
Comparison of digital infrared breast scan with
conventional imaging
There is currently much focus on improving the breast
cancer detection rate in younger women where the sensitivity of mammography is low due to increased breast density.
Although Breast MRI is more sensitive than mammography
it is very expensive, requires highly skilled reporting and is
not widely available in all hospitals. In contrast, DIB is
cheap, scanners are mobile, reporting is semi-automated
and minimal technical skills are required to perform these
scans. As a result DIB could prove to be a useful adjunctive
test to mammography in younger women or as an initial
screening test in countries with no access to mammography.
This is currently being addressed in ongoing studies in
India.
The results of this study strongly suggest that recent improvements in digital image capture and artificial intelligence software have indeed contributed to increased
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performance when using DIB for breast cancer detection.
These early results using NoTouch BreastScan are promising and further studies have been initiated to maximise performance with image capture as well as data interpretation.
A key part of this will be to achieve a balance between sensitivity and specificity to improve the utility of DIB in clinical practise.
In conclusion, the results of this study support the use of
DIB as an effective adjunctive test for breast cancer detection
in women under 70 years of age. DIB appears to be particularly effective in women under 50 years old where maximal
sensitivity (78%) and specificity (75%) were observed. The
combined sensitivity of NoTouch BreastScan and mammography in women under 50 was encouraging at 89%, suggesting a potential way forward for a dual imaging approach in
this younger age group. Further studies will explore the
utility of DIB, with data capture and interpretation using
NoTouch BreastScan, for breast cancer detection and monitoring response to neoadjuvant therapy.
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